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1: Present And Present Continuous Tense Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
FREE Present Simple vs. Present Continuous Worksheets The transition from teaching one verb tense to teaching
another isn't always a clear-cut process. While it's easy for most students to distinguish, say, the future simple tense
from the past simple, it's not always as easy for them to tell two similar verb tenses apart.

I find that the past verb tense is easier to teach to little ones while using a timeline. I put a super simple
timeline at the top of the whiteboard and simply put Past, Present, and Future over a number line. So many
text books teach the time tenses showing the present first. These teach the past, present, and future verb tenses
as well as the simple, perfect, and continuous or progressive in all three of past, present, and future. These are
also excellent manuscript or cursive handwriting worksheets. Some of these worksheets have as many as two
to eight worksheets to choose or to print for several assignments or daily practice. Each is available in both
manuscript and cursive writing copy work. What is a verb tense? Remember what a verb is: A verb is a word
that expresses action, state, or being in a sentence. Tenses are just one facet of the meanings that verbs can
give. Simply add the suffix -ed for regular verbs. These are the regular past tense verbs. There are eight pages
of past verb tenses worksheets in these downloads. Simple Past Tense Sentences in Cursive 2. I had left before
the storm. Two PDF verb tenses worksheets to download. A helping verb is used with another verb to form its
conjugations. Do, be, have, shall, should, will, would, may, might, can, must, ought are helping verbs. Tenses
In English Grammar: Choose present perfect verb tenses worksheets from these 2 page PDFs. Cursive Writing
Present Perfect Tense 5. You are learning grammar now. There are four present continuous verb tense
worksheets with each of these downloads. It not only describes how to form the positive, negative and
interrogative of this verb tense, it shows how to form the active and passive and how to place adverbs.
EnglishPage also has online present perfect continuous exercises. Each of these downloads has five simple
future tense English worksheets to make the tenses in English Grammar easy for your students. Cursive
Simple Future Tense Worksheets 7. I shall have left by that time. Use these worksheets to help your students
understand the future perfect tense:
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2: Verb Tenses Worksheets
Simple Present And Continuous Tense Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Simple Present And Continuous
Tense. Some of the worksheets displayed are Present simple or present continuous work 2, Present simple and present
continuous, Simple present, Present tense, Unit present continuous and present simple 1, Anna grammar work,
Grammar.

ESL Present Simple vs. Each student is given a copy of the worksheet. The questions are then reviewed
together as a class. When everyone has finished, students give feedback to the rest of the class on what they
found out by making present simple and present continuous statements. Present Continuous Activity Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking - Elementary - 30 minutes This fun teaching activity helps
elementary students practice forming and answering questions in the present simple and present continuous
tense. The students are divided into two groups A and B and each student is given a corresponding worksheet.
Working alone or in pairs, the students complete the questions on the worksheet in the present simple or
present continuous using the verbs in brackets. When the students have finished, the questions are checked
with each group. After that, the students pair up with someone from the other group. The students then take it
in turns to ask and answer the questions with their partner, paying close attention to the tense of each question.
Afterwards, the students share what they found out about their partner with the class. Present Continuous
Activity - Writing, Listening and Speaking - Pre-intermediate - 35 minutes In this engaging teaching activity,
students write and then ask present simple and present continuous questions in order to complete missing
information in an email. Working together, the students read the email on their worksheet and write the
present simple and present continuous questions they need to ask in order to complete the missing
information. Next, the students pair up with someone from the other group. The students then take it in turns
to ask and answer the questions they have prepared. The students write the answers in the spaces in the email.
When the students have finished, they check their answers by comparing worksheets. The students then ask
and answer the questions with a partner. The students are divided into pairs and each pair is given a set of
topic cards. Working together, the students look at the prompts on each card and write one question in the
present simple and one in the present continuous. When the students have finished, the questions are checked
with the class. The students then take it in turns to ask and answer the questions with their partner. Afterwards,
the students share what they found out about their partner with the class and any interesting findings are
discussed further. Present Continuous Activity - Writing, Listening and Speaking - Intermediate - 20 minutes
In this intriguing role-play activity, students take part in a business interview to practice asking and answering
questions in the present simple and present continuous. The students are divided into pairs. One student is
given a journalist worksheet and the other is given an Elon Musk worksheet. The students prepare what they
are going to say, paying close attention to which parts of the interview will be in the present simple and which
parts will be in the present continuous. The students then role play the interview in their pairs. When the pairs
have finished, they report back to the class on their interviews. As an extension, the pairs write a short news
article in the present simple and present continuous based on the interview. Present Continuous Activity Writing, Listening and Speaking - Intermediate - 45 minutes In this Business English activity, students create
a company by completing and answering questions in the present simple and present continuous. The students
begin by completing the questions on the worksheet in the present simple or present continuous. When the
students have finished, the answers are checked with the class. Next, the students are divided into small
groups. The students then create a company by inventing answers to the questions on the worksheet. In their
groups, the students discuss each question in turn and write an answer in sentence form using the present
simple or present continuous. When the groups have finished, they take it in turns to present their company
using the information they created. After each presentation, feedback is given and questions are invited from
the class.
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3: Present simple exercises - intermediate level
The present continuous tense is used to talk about actions and events that are going on around the time of talking. The
present continuous tense forms are made by putting is / am / are before the -ing form of the verb.

I espcially like your verb tenses worksheets. They allow my students to really practice all the many variations.
Thanks very much for your help. Show your support by liking us on Facebook But while they may not exactly
be wonderful, they are certainly useful. After all, research tells us that studying verb tenses is a great way to
learn the fundamental aspects of language. For example, take the English verb, "to be. Even experts can learn
something from them. Do you know the past participle form of drink? If I were you, I would study with
English for Everyone! The worksheets you will find in these sections include explanations and examples of
the three aspects simple, progressive, and perfect of the past, present, and future English tenses. On our verb
tenses worksheets, practice involves filling in the blanks and rewriting sentences in the specified aspect and
tense. This enables students not only to enhance their knowledge of the various verb tense forms, but also to
articulate more complex actions and ideas. Also, please note that these worksheets have yet to be refined and
tested in the classroom. While we believe them to be of the highest quality, minor errors may still exist. We
greatly appreciate you taking time to inform us of any perceived errors by email at englishforeveryone. The
below publications contain copyrighted work to be used by teachers in school or at home. Binding,
bookmaking, and or collation, reproduction and or duplication on other websites, creation of online quizzes or
tests, saving to disks or hard drives, publication on intranets such as Moodle and Blackboard, and or use of our
worksheets for commercial gain is strictly prohibited. Using "To Be" The worksheet below gives a broad
overview of all aspects of all possible tenses. This is a nice worksheet to print out and keep at ready for your
students to use should they get stuck. Verb Tenses Diagram - A diagram of verb tenses and examples This unit
contains worksheets outlining common usages of the verb "to be. Answer Key - This is the answer key to Unit
1 worksheets.
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4: Simple Present And Continuous Tense Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
A fun ESL gap filling exercise worksheet with a reading text for kids to study and practise simple present tense. Read
the text about daily routines of the family and fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.

Present simple Positive statement: I play, He plays Negative statement: Do you not play? Does he not play?
We only use -s ending plays and -es ending does in the third person singular. The auxiliary verb do is not used
to make questions and negative statements with modal verbs and the verb to be. Are you a student? Is he in
London? I am not at home. He is not happy. We do not use the auxiliary do to make indirect questions and
reported questions. If the wh- pronoun introducing the question who, which is the subject of the question, we
do not use the auxiliary verb do. Compare the following sentences. Who do you know? We add -es to the verb
that ends in ss, sh, ch, x and o: If the verb ends in a consonant and -y we change -y into -i and add -es: We use
the present simple tense for activities that happen again and again every day, sometimes, ever, never. I
sometimes go to school by bike. Do they get up early? Does she ever help you? We use it for facts that are
always true. Our planet moves round the sun. With a future time expression tomorrow, next week it is used for
planned future actions timetables. The train leaves at 8. Present continuous Positive statement: I am playing,
You are playing, He is playing Negative statement: Are you not playing? Is he not playing? The negative
questions normally express a surprise. We use the present continuous tense for activities that are happening
just now. I am learning English at the moment. Why is he sitting here? We use it for an action happening
about this time today, this week , but not necessarily at the moment of speaking. It is a temporary activity. I
am in London. I am staying at the hotel. But just now you can be somewhere else. She is writing her essay
today. But she can be having lunch at the moment. Mary is reading it. But not right now. With a future time
expression soon, on Monday it is used for definite arrangements in the near future. I am leaving soon. We are
meeting on Monday.
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5: Present Continuous Activities Games ESL Worksheets
5. Present Continuous Tense Worksheets. Present Continuous Tense (Present Progressive Tense) - The present
continuous tense of a verb expresses action or state that is happening, continuing, in the present, now and is formed
with some form of the verb be and adding the suffix -ing to the regular verb.

The students are divided into pairs and each pair is given a set of picture cards. The students shuffle the cards
and spread them out face down on the desk. The aim of the game is to find matching pairs of cards. The first
student turns over a card and makes a present continuous sentence about the picture, e. The student then turns
over another card. If the activity on the second card matches with the first card, the student makes a present
continuous sentence about the second picture, e. The student then keeps the pair of cards and has another turn.
The other student then turns over a card and so on. This continues until all the cards have been matched. The
student with the most cards at the end of the game is the winner. The class is divided into groups of four. Each
student is given a game board and each group is given a set of picture cards. The students shuffle the picture
cards and place them face down in a pile. The aim of the game is to be the first player to match all the pictures
on their game board with picture cards from the pile. The first player begins by taking the top picture card
from the pile, without showing it to anyone. Then, the next player picks up a picture card and so on. The first
player to complete their board with matching pictures wins the game. The class is divided into pairs and each
student is given a copy of the worksheet. One student goes first and starts thinking about one of the people on
the worksheet. Once the student knows what the person is doing, he or she goes on to ask about what the
person is wearing, e. If the student guesses correctly, he or she wins a point and the person is crossed off the
worksheet. The students then swap roles. This continues until all the people have been crossed off the
worksheet. The student with the most points at the end of the game is the winner. One student from Team A
comes up to the board. The student is given a present continuous sentence card. The student then draws the
sentence on the board. The student is not allowed to speak or write anything. Team A then has one minute to
try to guess the sentence. Teams must guess the exact words on the card to win. The first student to say the
sentence on the card wins a point for their team. Then, a student from Team B comes to the board and so on.
The game continues with teams taking it in turns to draw sentences until all the cards have been used. The
team with the most points at the end of the game wins. Positives and Negatives ESL Present Continuous
Worksheet - Reading and Writing Activity - Elementary - 20 minutes In this present continuous worksheet
activity, students use 20 verbs to complete positive and negative present continuous sentences. Each student is
given a copy of the worksheet. Students begin by finding 20 verbs in a word search and writing them in the
spaces provided on the worksheet. After that, the students use the verbs to complete ten present continuous
sentences. The first part of each sentence is negative and the second part is positive. When the students have
finished, the answers are checked with the class. Each student is given a copy of the two worksheets. Students
begin by reading how to use the present continuous tense and reviewing the structure. Students then read a set
of situations and write down what they would say in the present continuous tense. After that, students
complete a set of voice mail messages by writing verbs in brackets in the present continuous. Students then
write their own message about what is happening in the class right now. To finish off, students play a guessing
game where they draw present continuous sentences on the board for other students to guess. What are they
doing? ESL Present Continuous Worksheet - Writing, Listening and Speaking Activity - Elementary - 20
minutes This present continuous worksheet is ideal for teaching students how to ask what people are doing
and reply using the present continuous tense. To begin, the students are presented with twelve pictures of
people doing everyday activities. The students write present continuous sentences, describing what the people
in the pictures are doing. After that, the students work with a partner and practice asking and answering
questions about what the people in the pictures are doing. Finally, students take it in turns to ask and answer
questions about what other people in the class are doing. Each pair of students is given a copy of the game
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board, a dice and counters. Students take it in turns to roll the dice and move their counter along the board.
When a student lands on a picture square, their partner asks them a question about what is happening in the
picture, e. If the student does this successfully, they stay on the square. The first student to reach the finish
wins the game. The aim of the game is for the students in the teams to guess present continuous sentences
from mimes. One team goes first and chooses a team member to do the first mime. The chosen student comes
to the front of the class and is given a present continuous sentence card. When a member on either team thinks
they know what the student is doing, they call out their answer by making a present continuous sentence, e.
Team members must say the exact words on the mime card to win. The first student to guess the sentence wins
a point for their team. Then, a student from the other team comes to the front of the class and so on. The game
continues with teams taking it in turns to mime a sentence until all the cards have been used. Man on the Roof
ESL Present Continuous Activity - Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking - Pre-intermediate - 25 minutes
In this intriguing present continuous activity, students write present continuous sentences in English and their
native language and then try to find matching translations that other students have written. The students are
asked to imagine that there is a man on the roof. The students then write ten reasons why he is on the roof in
the present continuous tense on their worksheet, e. The students write the first sentence in English. The third is
in English, and so on. When the students have finished writing, they cut their sentences into strips. The
students move around the classroom reading their sentences to each other. The student with the most accurate
translations or semi-translations wins. Afterwards, the students go through the present continuous sentences
and matching translations as a class and discuss any differences in meaning. Present Continuous Party ESL
Present Continuous Activity - Writing, Listening and Speaking - Pre-intermediate - 35 minutes In this present
continuous activity, students assume the identity of someone at a party and talk about their current activities.
The students are divided into groups of eight and each student is given a role card. The students begin by
answering questions on their card about what they are doing at the party and how they are feeling using the
present continuous. When the students have completed their role cards, each student is given a copy of the
worksheet. The students then walk around and speak to the other partygoers in their group. The students ask
each other the questions from the role card and write the answers down in a chart on their worksheet using the
third person singular. When everyone has finished, students report back to the class on the people they met at
the party. The aim of the game is for a player to get his or her teammates to say a present continuous sentence
on a card, but the player cannot say the sentence or use the three words on the card. The class is divided into
two teams A and B. One player from Team A comes to the front of the class and is given a taboo card. The
player then tries to describe the present continuous sentence to his or her team, without saying the sentence or
using the three words on the card. If Team A successfully guesses the sentence within two minutes, they win a
point. If they are unsuccessful, Team B has one chance to guess the sentence and steal the point. Then, a
player from Team B comes to the front and is given a card and so on. Teams continue taking it in turns to play
until all the cards have been used. ESL Present Continuous Board Game - Reading, Writing, Listening and
Speaking Activity - Pre-intermediate - 50 minutes In this rewarding present continuous activity, students play
a board game where they try to recognize errors in present continuous affirmative and negative sentences. The
class is divided into groups of four and each student is given a copy of the worksheet. Working alone, the
students write six present continuous affirmative and negative sentences. Three sentences must be
grammatically correct and three must contain errors. The four students then put their sentences together to
come up with a definitive set of 24 sentences, marked right and wrong. A pair from one group joins with a pair
from another group to make two opposing pairs teams. Each pair of opposing teams is given a copy of the
game board, four counters and a dice. The students put their counters on square number one. The first student
to throw a six wins the chance for their team to play first. A player from the winning team throws the dice and
moves their counter along the board.
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6: Handouts Online: Present Tense English Worksheets, activities and lesson plans
Present And Present Continuous Tense. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Present And Present Continuous
Tense. Some of the worksheets displayed are Present simple and present continuous, Present simple or present
continuous work 2, Unit present continuous and present simple 1, Grammar present continuous and 6 present simple,
Present continuous exercises, Anna grammar work, Complex test.

We have lots of free sample worksheets. Check them out and become a member today! We have a huge
library of ESL worksheets - all with teaching notes. Terms and Conditions Membership is for an individual
one-year subscription. In that time, you have unlimited access to all our worksheets. Standard and Extended
Licence accounts are for the use of one teacher. Schools may purchase group accounts for teachers at a
discounted rate. Standard and Extended Licence accounts allow only the account holder to log in and access
the worksheets. Passwords must not be shared with other people. Accounts cannot be transferred to another
person. Accounts do not automatically renew. However, you can renew your account at any time at a discount
to our regular rates. No warranty is made regarding the suitability or accuracy of the worksheets. All
worksheets are in PDF format. Check that you are able to view Handouts Online Worksheets, by opening one
of our free sample worksheets. It is your responsibility to check that you are able to open Handouts Online
materials before joining. Copyright for the materials remains with Handouts Online. They must not be resold
or reproduced in electronic form. Only members with the Online Extended Licence may send worksheets to
students online via either Skype or as an email attachment. Payment is arranged through PayPal or 2Checkout.
Payment can be made by credit card or debit card or with a PayPal account. Your address and card details are
secure: Once Handouts Online has received confirmation of your payment, a confirmation email will be sent
to you. Your membership will not begin until you have received this email. Use of Handouts Online materials
signifies your agreement with these terms and conditions. By joining, you are agreeing with our Terms and
Conditions.
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7: Present simple or continuous exercises
The present continuous tense is more personal than the simple present tense, because it expresses the speaker's plan.
I am leaving soon. We are meeting on Monday.

She is with her friends! The topic is their dreams! He is happy to see him! He still needs to put down his
briefcase! The present perfect Complete the conversation below using the verbs in parentheses, , in the present
perfect. Why do you ask? Is she all right? I will go see her and say congratulations! Present perfect or present
continuous? Complete the following sentences using the present perfect or the present continuous and the verb
in parentheses,. Remember that the present continuous describes an action that is in progress, and the present
perfect describes an action that happened before the present, but has an effect on the present. Geraldine has a
lot to do. She is at the office at the moment. We are in our car. The policeman told us to stop, so now we are
not moving. He just finished reading his email. Jeff really loves ice cream, and today is a very hot day! The
simple present 1. My children love to play in the park. Does Angela have time to help us with this project? On
the weekends, I go to the movies. Do you know where the police station is? Are the cookies ready yet? She
drinks a lot of tea because it is healthier than coffee. Does he think that music is important for young students?
The present progressive 1. Alice is celebrating her 25th birthday! Who is she celebrating with? Jimmy is
riding his horse! Is he riding his horse in a race? These two neighbors are talking over the fence. Are they
talking about the weather? Jeremy is hugging his father. Is his father hugging him, too? Robbins is teaching a
class at the university. What subject is Dr. The present perfect Anna: Have you talked to Kim? Has something
happened to her? In fact, she has told me some wonderful news! What have you heard from her? She and
Ryan have decided to get married! She said I could tell people, so I have talked with everyone in the office
already! She is working very hard! We have stopped our car. He is happy because he has gotten some great
news! Right now, Jeff is thinking about a big ice cream sundae! First Name Are you a teacher or a student?
We use MailChimp as our marketing automation platform. By clicking to submit this form, you acknowledge
that the information you provide will be transferred to MailChimp for processing in accordance with their
Privacy Policy and Terms.
8: Present Simple Interactive worksheets
Unit 3: Past Tense This unit contains printable past tense worksheets. Each worksheet includes an explanation and
examples of the three aspects (simple, progressive, and perfect) of the past tense.

9: Present Tense Verbs Worksheets
Live worksheets > English > English as a Second Language (ESL) > Present Simple. Present Simple Interactive
worksheets Language: English Subject: English as a Second Language (ESL).
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